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Things have been a little strange recently; the usual has become unusual, our
daily routines have been disrupted, and we’ve had to put lots of things we love
on hold. But, whilst life for us has slowed down, nature has been thriving.
From plummeting carbon emissions to animals taking over cities, the lockdown
has given us a tantalising glimpse of a more environmentally harmonious world.
A pause in human activity has given the earth time to breathe again and repair
itself.

For the next two weeks, we would like to to celebrate the great outdoors. Although the weather is a
little cooler and wetter than it has been, it is still a perfect time to dive back into nature. Over the
course of the next two weeks, pick one activity from our Forest School pick ‘n’ mix each day. We would
love to see what you have been up to, so please email any pictures to your year group’s email address.

Take time to wonder where the WiFi is weak.

Have fun,

Mr. Smith



Take Ten 
Collect 10 natural 

objects. Can you make 
some nature art with 

them? 

Leaf and bark rubbings 
Use paper and crayons to 
investigate patterns. For a 
different approach, place 

foil over a leaf or bark and 
rub with your finger. 

Leaf and bark rubbings 
Use paper and crayons to 
investigate patterns. For a 
different approach, place 

foil over a leaf or bark and 
rub with your finger. 

Build a den 
Grab sheets and pegs 

and build a den! It 
could be inside or out.
Why not have a picnic 

in it?

Make a natural 
collection 

Leaves? Petals? Feathers? 
Could you group them by 
size? Can you group them 
by shape? Can you identify 

where they came from? 

Tell the Time 
Find a dandelion with its 
‘seed head’. How many 

times do you need to blow 
to disperse the seeds? Is 

that the right time? 

Forest Bathing 
Find a spot outside. Turn off 

phones and all other 
distractions. Explore with 

your senses- breathe, smell, 
touch. Enjoy the peace and 

quiet! 

Sunrise and Sunset 
Go outside and observe 

the sky at different times of 
the day. What can you see 
and hear at sunrise and 

sunset? How does it make 
you feel? 

Journey Stick
Find a stick. On your daily 

exercise, find natural 
objects and tie them onto 
your stick. At home, draw 
or write a story map to 
describe your journey. 

Do you like butter? 
Find a buttercup. Hold it 
under someone’s chin. If 

it reflects yellow, they like 
butter!



Look to the sky
Lie back, relax ....watch the 
clouds in the sky. Look up 

to the stars at night.
How does it make you 

feel?

Give nature a home
Build a bug hotel. Draw 

the mini-beasts that make 
a visit here.

Feed the Birds
Make a bird feeder and 
observe who visits for a 

snack!

Stick Man
Turn a collection of 
sticks into a whole 

stick family.

Poe-tree
Find a tree. Investigate the 
leaf and bark. Find out its 

name. Gaze up through the 
canopy. Draw and write 

your thoughts and feelings 
as a poem.

Green Fingers
Plant a seed and watch your 

garden grow.
Can you keep a diary to 

show how your seed 
changes?

A to Z of Nature
On your daily walks, in your 
garden or by looking out of 
your window, can you see, 
smell or touch something 
natural for every letter of 

the alphabet?

Bow and Arrow
Collect a strong, flexible 

stick that’s about as long as 
your arm. Tie string tightly 

to each end. Collect 
smaller, thinner sticks as 

arrows.

Wildlife Yoga
Take inspiration from 
nature with the yoga 
postures on the next 

page.













The Human Spirit
Needs Places Where

Nature Has Not 
Been Rearranged 
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